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INTELLIGENCE BUREAU

(MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS)

GOVT. OF INDIA

FINAL RESULT OF SECURITY ASSISTANT/EXECUTIVE EXAM-2018

In pursuance of the scheme of exam published in the detailed advertisement and 

on the basis of combined performance in Tier-I exam (objective type) held on 31.3.19, 

Tier-II exam (subjective type) held on 1.3.20 & Tier-III exam/interviews conducted w.e.f. 

23.8.21-15.9.21, candidates with following roll numbers have been selected for 

appointment to the post of SA/Exe in IB.

JAMMU

Unreserved

18002500 18003277 18003439 18005542 18007059

18008202 OBC 18008686 18009557 18010380 18010415

18010678 18011302 18011348 18012152 18012203

18013990 OBC

OBC

18001383 18002843 18003192 18003317 18007662  (P)

18010185 18010257 18013614 18014179

SC

18008079 18011162

ST

18003190 18010334 18010930 18013653

LEH

Unreserved

20000195 ST 20000537 20000567 ST 20000694 ST 20000740 ST

20000815 OBC 20000953 ST

OBC

20000030 20000059 20000158 20000352 20001082

SC

20000265 20001115

SRINAGAR

Unreserved

31000018 31000167 31000504 31000699 31000981

31000983 31001533 31001565 OBC 31001567 31001623 OBC (P)

31001668 31001740 OBC (P) 31001788 31001813 31001938

31001981

OBC

31000417 31000820 31001032 31001186 31001366

31001670  (P) 31001703  (P) 31001842 31001854 31001996  (P)



SC

31000232 31000949 31001977

ST

31000501 31001442 31001924

2. It may be clarified that the aforesaid list is not in the order of merit and has been 

prepared centre wise/roll number wise so as to enable the candidates to identify their 

roll numbers easily. Candidates marked OBC/SC/ST in the list of Unreserved/UR 

candidates have qualified on their merit without availing age relaxations of reserved 

category. Roll numbers marked with (P) indicates that candidature of these candidates 

has been kept provisional for want of one or more documents/information required at 

the time of document verification before the interviews. Such candidates are required to 

furnish the requisite information/document at the earliest/at the time of joining.

3. While every care has been taken in preparation of the result, Intelligence Bureau 

reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions, if any, noticed subsequently.

4. It may also be clarified here that mere qualifying in the scheme of examination 

does not confer any right to the candidate to claim his/her candidature for the post. The 

final selection is further subject to satisfactory completion of character & antecedents 

verification, medical examination, etc.

  Sd/-   

Assistant Director/Exam


